The Freiburg experience — Discover “your” Freiburg!

We are delighted to welcome you here to the Mediterranean south of Germany, where Germany, Switzerland and France meet, and we invite you to explore the many unique and special ways to get to know Freiburg, the Black Forest, Alsace and northern Switzerland.

Get swept away by our tour guide companies’ exciting and inspiring offers, and discover your very own, personal Freiburg!

The official partners of the City of Freiburg: These companies offer you a wealth of diverse tours with qualified, multilingual tour guides.

Regardless of whether you are a solo traveller or on the lookout for a group offer, are interested in a classic city and cathedral tour or would like to “actively” explore Freiburg whilst jogging or by bike, whether you want to be transported back in time by a dramatic tour, taste the region’s culinary delights, or find out more about the Green City Freiburg, the solar and environmentally-friendly city — here you will find a tour which fulfils all your wishes.

**Guided tours**

**Tourist Information**

Rathausplatz 2-4 | D-79098 Freiburg
Phone +49 761 3881-880
Fax +49 761 3881-1898
touristik@fwtm.de | www.visit.freiburg.de

**Guided city and cathedral tours**

**Theme-specific tours**

**Guided theater tours**

**Cycling and activity tours**

**Solar and environmental tours**

**Culinary walks and tours**

**Barrier free guided tours**

**Trips and tour guides**
Entertaining city tours and themed tours as well as exciting tours of the Freiburg cathedral with an art historical focus to suit any interests and wishes. Excursions to Alsace and the Black Forest.

Anne Schmiedner-Matten
Gästeführung
Tel.: +49 761/796303
info@freiburg-aktiv.de
www.freiburg-aktiv.de

Black Forest Tours
Simone Brixel
Tel.: +49 761/15285246
www.the-black-forest.com

You are not fond of many dates and boring history lessons full of dull information? With our tour guides you get to know the real and lovely city of Freiburg, the heart of the fairytale-like Black Forest and the picturesque Alsace. Because we have far more to offer than being strictly German!

FREIBURG AKTIV
Fernando Schüber
Tel.: +49 761/2023426
www.freiburgaktiv.de

Freiburg in all its diversity – brought to life and transmitted in an illustrative and professional way. Guided tours of the city, the cathedral and the museums, themed tours of all sorts, Freiburg’s leading figures, crime concepts, sustainable city planning.

HISTORIERTOURS® GbR
Tel.: +49 761/2170488
Mobil: +49 169 1160722
info@historietours.de
www.historietours.de

Learn from our humorous and knowledgeable commentators about all the classical features of the cathedral. Our culinary tours will delight both taste buds and the mind. New: sample the delights of Freiburg’s colourful farmers’ market at the cathedral square.

FESTOUR . Christiane Lessner
Tel.: +49 761/7076660
info@festour-gaestefuehrungen.de
www.festour-gaestefuehrungen.de

For groups only: small company with experienced guides showing you around Freiburg’s most attractive places; offering excursions into the Black Forest, Kaisersulz and charming Alsace. Our culinary tours are a must for the gourmet traveller! Seniors and people with handicaps welcome!

FREIBURG KULTOUR GmbH
Susanne Brall
Tel.: +49 76674269631
info@freiburgkultour.com
www.freiburgkultour.com

Your No. 1 for Freiburg. Professional tour guides give you a tour of the city and the cathedral and different culture-historical tours in 12 languages! We can also take you to all destinations in the Black Forest, Alsace, and Switzerland.

Datavis Geografik
Thomas Klein
Tel.: +49 7661 - 90 50 207
info@datavis.de
www.datavis.de

Our interactive guided tour will take you on a journey through time of the historical development and importance of Freiburg since medieval times. New digitalized historic city maps present you Freiburg’s changing face.

ABC Guide
Dr. Petra-Angelika Rohde
Tel.: +49 761/7038877
office@abc-rohde.com
www.abc-rohde.com

Handicaps welcome! Travel to the future today!
Innovation Academy e.V.
Bertoldstr. 45 · 79098 Freiburg
info@innovation-academy.de
www.innovation-academy.de

A travel for the future today! Renewable energy, modern architecture, multimodal transport concepts, sustainable city planning.